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cultural habits of another nation, especially ___ containing as many

different subcultures as the United States, is a complex task.A. one B.

the one C. that D. such2.Beer is the most popular drink among male

drinkers, ___ overall consumption is significantly higher than that of

women.A. whose B. which C. that D. what3.In some countries, ___

is called "equality" does not really mean equal rights for all people.A.

which B. one C. that D. what4.We grow all our own fruit and

vegetables, _____ saves money, of course.A. which B. as C. that D.

what5. ___ we need to complete the construction is two million

dollars.A. All what B. That aU C. That D. What6.He had a bad cold.

___ is why he didnt come.A. It B. This C. That D. What7.She

remembered several occasions in the past ___ she had experienced a

similar feeling.A. which B. before C. that D. when8.I think ___ he

said is right.A. who B. what C. that D. which9.The mere fact ___

most people believe nuclear war would be madness does not mean

that it will not occur.A. what B. which C. that D. why10.Do you

know ___ ?A. how much cost the books B. how much do the books

costC. the books cost how much D. how much the books cost1. ___

in an atmosphere of simple living was what her parents wished for.A.

The girl to be educated B. The girl educatedC. The girls being

educated D. The girl was educated2. Of the two T-shirts, I chose ___

.A. the less expensive B. the one least expensiveC. the least expensive



D. the least expensive of them3.We hadnt met for 20 years, but I

recognized her ___ I saw her.A. the moment B. for the momentC.

the moment when D. at the moment when4.Of the two new teachers,

one is experienced and ___ .A. another is inexperienced B. the other

is notC. the other are not D. other lacks experience5.We had a party

last month, and it was a lot of fun, so lets have ___ one this month.A.

other B. more C. the other D. another6.You should go over your

notes ___ you can after class.A. as early as B. sooner or later C. the

same as D. so soon that7. ___ is the center of our planetary system

was a difficult concept to grasp in the Middle Age.A. It is the sun and

not the earth B. Being the sun and not the earthC. The sun and not

the earth D. That the sun and not the earth8.All ___ is a continuous

supply of the basic necessities of life.A. what is needed B. for our

needs C. the thing needed D. that is needed9. ___ kinds of matter in

the world.A. There is a few million B. That there are millionsC. There

are a few million D. It is millions10.Ann never dreams of ___ for her

to be sent abroad very soon.A. there being a chance B. there to be a

chanceC. there be a chance D. being a chance 100Test 下载频道开
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